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About Us

Dreamiverse XpertHR is a human resources organization, provider that helps customers optimize

their workforce, reduce costs and save time by finding, paying, developing and engaging their

talent.Dreamiverse XpertHR is a premier organization specialized as a Recruitment Consultancy in

Human Resources. Dreamiverse XpertHR is a team of experienced professionals from reputed

organizations engaged in providing specialized manpower to various industries. We are committed to

quality performance and we assure you of a high level of integrity and speed in the assignments, we

offers a variety of services to in their clients.As knowledge based organization, our staff is the basis of

our success. Whether delivering front-line research and teaching or providing vital support services,

our ongoing achievements would not be possible without the dedication and contribution of our high

caliber workforce.We strives extensively and exclusively to match the require profile form amongst

the best prevailing professionals available in the industry and we committed to fulfill its customer’s

requirement in a time frame and manner far superior than the prevailing standards in the industry,

Dreamiverse XpertHR has a strong database of professionals ranging from CEOs to skilled Technical

Personnel’s covering the entire functional spectrum of any organization.We have a firm belief in

spirited team efforts within a committed system to provide services of the optimum class to its

esteemed...

For more information, please visit
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OTHER SERVICES

Visa Assistance Service HR Consulting Services

Permanent Staffing Service Contract Staffing Services

P
roducts &
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ervices
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F a c t s h e e t



CONTACT US

Dreamiverse
Contact Person: Ram 

No. 410, Rohit Bhawan, Sapru Marg, Hazratganj 
Lucknow - 226001, Uttar Pradesh, India
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